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This doGUment contains the finr,^l design specification for an
"	 augumentation to the Procedure. 1 EOD-LARSYS system. This addition
involves readin ,^^ starting and/or bias dots in the LACIE format
from the DOTDATA processor.
It is implemented on the version of EOD-LARSYS on the Purdue-CARS





• As-Built Design Specification for FOD-LARSYS Procedure 1, JSC 13143.






The. DOTDATA processor of the EOD-LARSYS system has been expanded
to accept dot (field) cards in the :LACIE Procedure 1 format.
These cards have the general form:
DOT (TYPE) (CATEGORY) {(.LACIE NUMBERS)}
where
DOT: Starts in col. 1
TYPE: _ 1 or 2
CATEGORY:. 1 character category identifier
LACIE NUMBER:. integer value from 1 to 209.
This addition requires an additional option read by subprogram
SET13 and flagged by an additional variable in the DOTVEC labeled
common block. Anew routine, FLDLAC, reacts and decodes the. dot.
cards.
In order to specify dots not. covered by LACIE numbers, a special
code is implemented. This code consists of line and sample




3.2.1 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 1 (SET13)
Subprogram SET13 reads the control cards needed for dot processing.
3.2.1..1 Linkages
SET13 is called by routine DOTDAT and. in turn calls utilities
NUMBER, NXTCHR, FLND, and ORDER.
3.2.1.2 Interfaces
SET13 interfaces with other routines by means of common blocks
DOTVEC, INFORM, and GLOBAL.
3.2 . ^ . 3 Inputs
• New/Revised Control Cards
OPTION
	







The option LACIE is added to the OPTION control card. The
variable named LACIE is added to the DOTVEC labelers, common
block. LACIE is initialized to the value 0. Upon encountering
an OPTION LACIE control card, LACIE is reset to the value 1,










3.2.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (FLDLAC)
The new subprogram FLDLAC reads and decodes the LACIE formatted
field (dot) cards.
3.2.2.1 Linkages
FLDLAC will be called by
call to FLDhAC provides,
1. a dot (field) descri;
2. transfer to dot file
3. transfer to dot. file






FLDLAC interfaces with other routines throu^^h a calling sequence
and common blocks DOTVEC and INFORM.
3.2.2.3 In uts
Calling Sequence:
SDBROUTINE FLDLAC (FIELDS, STAMNT, $, $, $, IPT, VERTEX)
Parameter	 llimension	 In/Out	 Description
FIELDS	 (4,250)	 Out	 Category name and dot
type for dot I stored in
FIELDS (1 , I ) and
FIELDS (4,T).
STAMNT	 1	 In/out	 Initially set equal to 1.,
switch to indicate dots






Parameter	 Dimension	 In Out	 DeBCrirtion
IPT	 1	 Ir!/out
	 initially set equal to 0,




1000	 Out	 Vertex information for each
dot.
In addition, FLDLAC stores the FLDINF vector in common block







The DOTDATA processor has been modified to permit reading and
processsirg of dot cards of the form
TOOT (TYPE)(CATEGORY NAME) (^LACTE NUMBERS}), i.e.,
DOT 1	 W	 2	 5	 10	 29	 32	 54	 110
The present processing also uses input training field formats.
"TYPE" cards are. used to prefix a set of dots. This remains as
the default option. .The association between LACIE numbers and








10	 20	 30	 •	 190






Two ^^.^ransions of the LACY; card format. are incorporated. These
am
J.. Free-field locations of all information cards, cols 1-80^ data
items separated by at least one blank, with the restriction
that DOT identifiers start in col 1, and the dot type appear
.in column 5.
2. In order to cover pixels not included in the LACIE numbering
scheme, input dot. numbers will be represented as the
numerical equivalents of
N = LI*10 8 + ST*10 4 + LACIE
where
1^I = #lines to be incremented (up br down) €rom the line
number mapped. from the LACIE number. The convention
is
LI	 negative.	 to increment up
LI	 positive	 to .increment down
LI	 zero	 to avoid incrementation
SI = #samples to be incremented (.fight or left)
SI	 negative	 to increment left
SI	 positive	 to increment right
SI	 zero	 to avoid incrementation.
/°--'7r
For example, LT=2, SI= -3, LACIE = 38 yeild€t
N = 2*1.0 8 -3*10'^ + 38 = 199970038
would correspond to the pixel at (187 , 22), ie, the pixel. at sample
number 18? and line number 22,
Letting LI= SI=0, LACIE ^ 38, obtain
N = 38, correspond to the pixel at (1.90,20).
Reduciaon of the value of N to sample and line coordinates will
proceed as follows.
N1 ^ ^N^ /10 8
 (truncated to ..integer)
if yN,-N1 *10 8 > 10^ set Nl	N1+1
LI a Nl* sign (N)
N2 N-LI*108
N,j _ (N2 ^f10 4
	{truncated. to integer)
if	 ^N2 ^ - N3 *104 > 10 3 set N3	 N3+1
SI N3 * sign (N2)
LACIE _ N2 - SI*104
LR = LACIE ROWS _ (.(.LACIE -1)/19 + 1) *10
LS = LACIE COLS = 10* (LACIE - ((LR-1)/10)*19)
where truncated divides are. specified.
Finally,
L = LR + LI	 line number corresponding to N
S = LS + SI	 sample (column) number corrcr^pondin3 to N.
In the scheme to follow, each dot is considered to be afield:.
All type 1 dots will occur prior to type 2 dots, ie, the input
cards cannot be scrambled with respect to dot type. Otherwise,
arbitrary order to cards and LACIE numbers. on each card are
permitted.	 .
__
At .present, subprogram FLDTYP, called by DOTS, processes dot
cards. This routings s not easily modified to accept the
LACIE format. Consequently a new subprogram, FLDLAC, was
wxiticen and called instead of :FLDTYP froth DOTS if LACIE ^0. It
is called from DOTS as
CALL FLDLAC (FIELDS, STAMNT, $100, $510, $520, IPT, VERTEX)
Initialization, at the start of the DOTS routine, invokes
IPT = 1





Subprogram FLDLAC kids the following structure.
SCJBROUTINE FLDLAC (FIEL'US, STAMNT, *, *, *, IPT, VERTEX)
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
DIMENSION FIELDS(4,1), VERTEX(1), CARD(62), LD^TS(30)
L^GICAL SWITCH
DATA SWITCH/.TRUE./,	 SWCHG/0/,ENDBCD/$EN/
INCLUDE C^MBKl	 ( / INF^RM/)
INCLUDE CMBK14	 ( / D^TVEC/)
The function of the various parameters. is as follows.
IPT	 i,idex number for dot (field) vertex information
NJFLD2	 number of Yields (dots) for dots of current type
(common block INFORM)
S^1CHG	 number of times dot type has changed. This must be
no greater than 1 or an input error will have occurred.
R"°
SWITCH	 flags a dot type change. The second. return will be
taken. for subsequent writing of a dot field, (internal.)
STAMNT	 if = 1, a new dot card has been read if =2, dots are
being processed from a previously read card.
TYPE	 dot type being processed (cos^mun block DOTVI:C)
The calling sequence of FLDLAC is the sh^►e ag that for FLDTYP, and
the meaning of FIELDS. and VERTEX remain ^fi the same.
IF (STAMNT .lQ.2) G^ 7'^ 30
IF (.NOT.SWI`L'C2J) C^ '1'^ 20
10 READ A CARD, extract TXPES from column 5




20 RE-READ CARD, extract
CATNJvi	 category name
NDCARD	 #dots on this card
ND^TS(I), I=1,NDCARD 	 dots on this card
If (NDCAJ2D.EQ.0) G^ T^ 10
ICNT 0
STAMNT = 2
SWITCH = . TR^JE.
G^ T^ 10 0




READ A CARD, extract first 3 characters and store as ID, extract
TYPES
IF (ID,EQ.ENDBCD) RETURN 3
IF (TYPE.EQ.TYPES) G^ T^ 20
SWITCH. _ . FALSE.
SWCHG	 SWCHG+1
IF (SWCNG.GT . 1) error exit
N^CAT = 0; TYPE _ TYPES
IPT _ 0
RETURN 2
1OO ICNT = ICNT+1
r1^FI,D2 = N^►FLn7, i 1
find :^ami3le anei line numuers S and L from NDt^'!'S (ICNT') as
described previously..
Store
FIEJaDS ( 1, N(^I'LD2 ) = CATNIK
I^'I1;L1)S ( 4 , N^FT,U2 ) = 2
FLDINF (1) = L
FLDINF (2 ) = L
FLDINF (3) _ ^.
	 rectangular bordering field (dot)
FLDINF (4) = S
FLDINF (5) = S
FLDINF (6) _ 1
^r (zr r . !vE, o ) GO T4 35
IPT = -3
35 IPT = IPT+4
VERTEX (IPT) = S
VERTEX (IPT+1) = L
VERTEX (IPT+2) = S




Regarding the extraction of dot numbexs NDOTS(I), x=1, NDCARn,
a new routine, NUMBR, simi^.ar to existing function NUMBER is






3.2.3 S0^"TWARE COMPONENT N0. 3 (NUMBR)
The new subroutine NUMBR process one input card a£ information at
a time. It recognizes bSanks as del^mitors and store all numbers
in array ND07^`(NDCARD) . NDCARD will be the tr^trxl number o£ dots
011 that particular CARD.
3.2.3.1 Linkaries
NUMBR is called by FLDLAC routine and reference. only routine
I9A18N.
3.2.3.2 Interfaces





Parameter Dimension In/Out: Description
NDOTS (30) Tn/out Contains all the dots
read from one LACIE formatted.
dot card.
NDCARD ^, Tn/out Index to NDOTS o^ total
number of dots read from
one CARD.
CARD (75) In Card to read
COL l In Starting col. number of
v CARD.
3.2.2.9 Outputs






Subroutine iVUMBR takes as input arr,:^y ;ARD and. uses the input
COL ^ 1 as the starting element of CARD. Laclt element is tested
,^Ui a blank. I^ not a blank the elemert is changed to integer
represen'^ation by a call to routine T4AlBN. 	 The entirF number
is collected until a blank is encountered.. NDCARD is incremented by
one and the number is stored in NDOTS'(NDCARD). When the en.^ o.£
the CARD is reached, NUMBR, returns to FLDL^#C ill the dots on the.
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